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not only for construction



Construction with Bamboo

Round pole?

Or

Engineered 
bamboo?

Vo Trong Nghia – Vietnam /Hoang-le-photography Hotel Jakarta – Amsterdam (photo from Arch Daily



You need a reliable source of bamboo

Whichever way you build, you will need the raw
material, and bamboo does not naturally grow in 
Europe 



China has more 
than 6 million 
hectares of 
bamboo, and 
half of that was 
planted for 
production;
The key species 
is so called 
Moso bamboo 
(Phyllostachys) 
and this is 
excellent for 
engineered 
bamboo.



Southeast Asia has 
giant clumping 
bamboo 
(Dendrocalamus) 

This is great 
material for round 
pole construction 
of buildings like the 
ones shown by 
Marcus Roselieb



In South America, 
there is also  
Dendrocalamus, 
but we also find 
Guadua bamboo 
– excellent for the 
round pole 
construction of 
(large) buildings



Africa has 
a lot of 
bamboo, 
but it is 
not really 
used;

It is the 
nearest 
source of 
bamboo 
for Europe



But bamboo is already found in Europe, like here in Italy.  Bamboologic is planning to plant  much more

Labirinto della Masone



Bamboologic farm Vidigueira, South-Portugal
12 ha bamboo forest project



Bamboologic farm Alcoutim, South-Portugal

110 ha bamboo forest project



Partnerships for volume & impact





www.bamboocarbonremoval.eu



Largest importer/distributor of bamboo poles and products in Europe
14 sales points in 10 countries

B-to-C

14 sales points



Processing



B-to-B



Market demand

Wooden boards   |   Chips  min. 90.000 mt / yr

Vegetable processing   |   Shoots 50 – 100 mt / yr

Composite materials |   Slats 650 mt / yr

Animal feed  | Saw dust min. 1.000 mt / yr

MDF / insulation |   Chips min. 6.000 mt / yr

Poles ski slopes |  Culms 50.000 pcs. / yr

Toilet paper  |  Biomass 30.000 mt / yr

Shipping pallets  |  3.000 mt / yr

City rafts |  Culms 1.200 pcs. / yr

Train sleepers   |   Poles 50.000 mt / yr

Beauty product   |   Leafs 10 mt / yr

Tea producer  |  Leafs 1 mt / yr

Bamboo flower pots | 10.000 / yr

Amusement park  |  Poles 1.000



We need to plant more to satisfy demand

And there are environmental benefits

Joao Ludovico at Bamboologic 
nursery in Alcoutim



How can we restore degraded land 
in southern Europe?



How can we deal 
with pollution of 
agricultural land and 
water ways?



"We produce the food 
and we don't make a 
living. Why is that? 
Because of free trade 
agreements. Because of 
deregulation. Because 
the prices are below the 
cost of production. So we 
demand the EU to move 
on this."



And how to 
address the 
fact that 
farmers 
abandon 
their land?



Bamboo can help 
to solve some of these problems 

….
But there are challenges



• China has a National Bamboo 
Plan 2011-2020

• Government-supported and 
market-driven
 
• Government will help to 

accelerate industry clusters and 
upgrade product quality to 
increase its market 
competitiveness to ensure a 
healthy development.







ØLack of Political support;

ØLimited awareness of benefits of bamboo;

ØObjections from nature conservation organizations;

ØNeed for more research and studies;

ØLittle experience of growing bamboo under European conditions;

ØUnknown costs of cultivation, harvesting and production;

ØUnsuitable regulations, norms & standards.

Challenges that can be overcome



ØPart of the EU Green Deal;

ØLand restoration and erosion control;

ØGreening degraded landscapes;

ØRestoring the water balance;

ØCreating jobs;

ØProviding a new cash-crop that can be part of integrated landscape planning;

ØDeveloping an innovative European industry;

ØAvoiding international trading complications.

And amazing opportunities



Let’s plant (more )bamboo in Europe!

Bamboo in Belgium


